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HYPNOTIC SHOW FAQ: 
 
Q: What is Hypnotic Show? 
A: A temporary social structure of engaging into creative cognitive acts through 
shared practices of art and hypnosis. 
 
Q: What is the relationship between art and hypnosis? 
A: Hypnotic power of artwork has always been a favorite trope of people looking 
for transformative potential of art. However instead of seeing “hypnotic power” as 
a rhetorical figure Hypnotic Show aims at reducing art practice to the method of 
pure hypnosis. According to biometrics It connects with brain faster.  
 
Q: Why brain? 
A: It is the ultimate destination of neuro-social engineering as well subjectivities 
of yet-to-be-invented. From the perspective of ceaseless production and total 
transparency* brain is seen as a final frontier to be colonised, from the 
perspective of individual subjectivity - as a last resort of things not-to-be-known. 



Hypnotic Show positions itself on both ends of the perspective. 
 
Q: How does Hypnotic Show work? 
A: When all spaces get gentrified and you think that your very inner subjectivity 
will remain a space of strictly personal order your brain-waves are being 
measured against you. 
 
Q: No, no, but how does it work technically? 
A: A number of invited artists have submitted proposals for Marcos Lutyens to be 
worked out with audience through a séance of hypnosis. 
 
Q: Can my girlfriend attend the séance? 
A: Of course, please tell her to RSVP to sign up for a seance that will take place 
8 pm Tuesday, April 22, at Jessica Silverman Gallery. Only first 30 signed up 
people will attend. 
 
Q: Is it true that hypnosis can convince in a value of certain artwork against my 
will? 
A: Multiple techniques are used in promoting arts value, hypnosis is just one of 
them. 
 
Q: What remains after this show? 
A: Reconfiguration of principles about workings or art and mind implied by artists 
proposal.  
 
Q: Where can I find artists’ proposals? 
A: They will be available at www.rye.tw on  - please feel free to download it. 
 
Q: What is the relation of Hypnotic Show to The Man Who Taught Blake to Paint 
in His Dreams drawing by William Blake? 
A: It is not clear in this painting whether the Man was teaching painting in his 
dreams and Blake had access to that knowledge telematically or whether Blake 
was taught how to make paintings in his dreams. Or both. 
 
Q: Is it about instrumentalisation of hypnosis? 
A: It is about instrumentalisation of not only of hypnosis, but also art. 
 
Q: Will there be any works of artists made under the influence of Hypnosis? 
A: No, Hypnotic Show is aimed at induce trance rather than show its static 
records. 
 
Q: Is it an empty show? 
A: A show in your head will never be empty. There will be also dream-machine of 
Burroughs and Gysin installed in the gallery.  
 
Q: What does it have to do with art as an idea? 



A: The idea of Hypnotic Show definitely has to do with art. 
 
Q: Is it a single-medium-based exhibition? 
A: It seems like. 
 
Q: Is it a coincidence that this show takes place in San Francisco? 
A: No, it’s not a coincidence: San Francisco is deeply invested into mental 
experimenting and trance-like states (Gold rush, 60s, Dot Com boom). Hypnotic 
Show taps into that culture. 
 
Q: What are the inspirations of Hypnotic Show? 
A: Works of many artists including Graham Gussin, Matt Mullican, Ann 
Lislegaard, Pedro Reyes, Warren Neidich, Cerith Wyn Evans; conversations with 
Fernando Delmar, Pascal Rousseau as well as work of all the artists participating 
in Hypnotic Show with proposals. 
 
Q: Is Hypnotic Show about collaboration? 
A: Not really, but the relationship between hypnotist and the patron could be 
described as collaboration.  
 
Q: Can I buy I a hypnotic artwork? 
A: Not at this moment. However soon you will be able not only to buy, but 
commission a hypnotic artwork created especially for you or to be able to induce 
your own hypnotic artwork on your friend out of pure love. Or both.  
 
 
*(even when you sleep the power of your brain can be utilised. Wake up now) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SCRIPTS AND IDEAS FOR HYPNOTIC SHOW (unedited): 
 
 
Julieta Aranda: 
 
Time Measuring Walk 
 
To know the shape of the future and the past, you are starting at the center of the 
world. This is simple, because there is a big red X there. 
90 degrees to the East, 131 steps later. -the world is round, but this is definitively 
not the center of it.- 0 degrees to the north, and 25 and ½ steps of walking on 
cold water-  
Time stands still as you tailor its suit. 
Turn 180º South and walk 9 steps. -Make sure that you are tracing your steps 
with something that leaves a mark. This is important- 
Now turn 153º and 30 minutes, South-by-SouthEast. Carefully measure 4 and ½ 
steps. 
Point your compass 180º South. (it will almost always be South from now on) and 
take note of 1 and ½ steps. 
220º with 40 minutes: 10 steps towards the SouthWest. Time crosses sunken 
boats and rubber ducks that are stranded in the sea. 
Now 5 steps, 128º and 14 minutes 24 seconds SouthEast-by-East. Is that 
tomorrow?  
180º South, 27 ½ steps -as you cross the equator. 
And so here comes the delicate part, the careless hopscotch between future and 
past. 
SouthEast-by-South, 153º 15 minutes and 53 seconds for 1 and ½ steps. -then 
90 degrees to the East for 8 ½ steps.  
180º to the South for 2 steps. --when did you fall asleep? 
3 steps, 90º to the East.  
3 steps, 0º to the North ----you fell asleep at some point, that is clear. 
Walk  270º Westwards, for 1 and ½ step. (This could be tomorrow, or today 
again). 
And 0º to the North for 1 ¼ steps.  
So to get out of here: 4 steps ¾, 90 degrees to the East; then 8 ½ steps, 167º 54' 
44” South-by-East.. and then 16 steps, 270º to the West..... now another 4 ¾ 
steps SouthEast, at an angle of 136º 53 minutes and 29 seconds. 
Now that you maybe back before you actually begun.... so walk 180º South, for 
17 and ¾ steps... then 5 steps,  SouthWest-by-South, 217º 48 minutes and 14 
seconds into the Tasmanian Sea.  
When did you fall asleep? 
23 and ½ steps, 180º to the South..... 
 
(When you wake up, it will be yesterday) 
So please, answer the following questions: When did you fall asleep? what is the 
shape of yesterday? When will it be today? 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Joachim Koester: 
 
DEPARTMENT OF ABANDONED FUTURES  
 
Count from 1 to 10 as you go deeper. Fleeting images emerges on the back of 
your eyelids. They look like discarded takes from old movies. Observe them and 
let them pass. Keep on doing this until you see something that resembles a 
street scene. You notice a small park to the left: trees, benches and maybe a 
fountain. The street and the park are empty. Nobody is around. To your right 
towers a huge grey concrete building. Walk to the main entrance of this place; 
open the heavy wooden doors and step into the vestibule. Pause a moment. 
Though your surroundings are lusterless the scale is impressive – engulf yourself 
in the quietness and feeling of the past. Then see if you can spot a sign over one 
of the several doorways: DEPARTMENTS. This is where you are heading. Walk 
along a long hallway lined with offices and archives. Don’s stop…just keep on 
walking. Walk until you notice a stairway leading down into the basement. Then 
descend…down… down… down and down…you reach a door. Read the sign on 
the door. It says: DEPARTMENT OF ABANDONED FUTURES in dusty white 
letters. No need to knock…though terribly important this place rarely sees 
visitors. Walk right in. What you find is a vast collection: innumerable shelves 
with boxes containing manuscripts, drawings, photographs, films, inventions and 
visions. Everything is filed according to subject matter. Look closer. Open one of 
the boxes on the shelf right next to you. You’ll find blueprints for social 
interactions that never happened because they could not be imagined at the 
time, as well as plans for cities that were never built due to the prevailing 
economic interests…Go on, venture further…there is also a whole section for the 
arts…dig out things of interest…for the remaining time here you’ll be like an 
archeologist of abandoned futures. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Asli Cavusoglu: 
 
You wake up with the warm sunlight in your eyes, thinking that summer has 
come at last. You do not have to worry about what time it is because it is 
weekend. You get off the bed and go to have a shower with slow steps. You feel 
the touch of warm water all over you. You stay a little bit longer in the shower 
than usual watching the water drops reluctantly running down your body. You 
feel quite relaxed. You wrap a towel around and step out of the bathroom. 
 
You walk to the kitchen and set to make coffee. As you wait for the water to boil 
you lean against the counter, flipping through the pages of a cheap magazine 
dropped in your mailbox the previous day.  Between a page and the other, a 
violent noise that sounds like an explosion shakes you from top to toe. The mug 
waiting on the countertop to be filled with coffee falls off and shatters into pieces. 
Trying to avoid the glass splinters, you rush to the window. There are lots of 
heads stuck out of their windows, like yours. Everybody is looking in the direction 
of a tall, dark grey smoke rising up into the blue of the sky. You estimate it must 
be coming from somewhere behind the two-, three-storey houses, somewhere 
near the city centre. The street is now filled with people walking briskly towards 
where the smoke is rising, or standing hesitantly at a safe distance. A friend of 
yours from the opposite building notices and shouts to you but you cannot hear 
what she says because of the noise coming from the crowd in the street. A little 
child is crying in mother’s arms, the mother standing motionlessly, with her eyes 
fixed on the place of incident.  
 
You run back to the bedroom. You grab the first trousers and t-shirt you lay 
hands on and put them on hastily. You do not have the slightest idea about the 
origin of the smoke. You run down the stairs of the building. When you bend 
forward to unlock the front door you notice that you still have your bath slippers 
on. Once out in the street, you are drifted by the crowd of mostly young people 
running towards the smoke. You step onto the pavement in order to make way to 
the fire engines with their sirens blaring piercingly. A middle-aged man coming 
from the opposite direction warns everybody, shouting “Don’t go there, more 
explosions are expected.” You do not mind it, but there are people who change 
their ways. “What happened?” asks someone of your age to the man. “It’s the 
fireworks warehouse on fire!” Some young boy with acnes smiles and says “Well, 
it’s cool!”, sipping from his beer can. You press on.  
 
Now you are close enough to smell the smoke. The acrid scent of the burnt 
gunpowder scorches your throat.  
 
You are stopped a little way ahead by a cordon of police officers. More people 
accumulate there. You try to move towards to the front in order to see get a 
better view. An elderly and curious man elbows you to get ahead of you. The 
smoke is coming through a building in one of the streets opening into the town 
square. You cannot tell exactly from which. It must be one of those buildings you 



walk by everyday without noticing. You take a glimpse of a woman next to you, 
recording the scene on her camera.  
 
Suddenly, there comes the second explosion. Now you see what you have heard 
a couple of minutes earlier. Your heart starts to beat quickly. Tens of fireworks 
crack and explode in scarlet fireballs in about two-second intervals, letting grey 
smoke rising up into the sky. Your field of view gets narrower because of the 
dense smoke.  
 
You cautiously step back with the receding crowd. Some even break into a run. 
The crowd moves rather in a feeling of curiosity and excitement than of fear and 
panic. Nobody can take their eyes off the breathtaking colour contrast created by 
the grey of the smoke. Some fireworks disappear into the high blue of the sky 
where the smoke cannot reach. You catch yourself smile as you watch them. 
 
The police try to move the crowd back to a safe distance. However, nobody, 
including you, can know what to do. The roar of voices is so dense that nothing is 
heard clearly. Then, loads of fireworks begin to explode all together. The smoke 
burns your throat, you feel really thirsty. 
 
You are drifted back with the crowd. Nobody screams but you sense the growing 
panic. Even the police officers in the cordon take their eyes off the exploding 
fireworks only to throw quick glances on the crowd. The fireworks spread into the 
darkening sky like champagne popped immaturely. A cameraman walks beyond 
the security cordon. The roar continues.  
 
The explosions stop sharply. Now only the grey smoke is left after all those 
colourful fireworks. Then, there comes another and more powerful explosion. 
You feel the ground shake under your feet. Splinters and shrapnel of the 
explosion rain on you. You try to cover your head and eyes with your hand. Now 
you do not want to watch; you want to run away. Everybody is running around in 
panic. You look for a shelter nearby. You notice a building entrance crammed by 
almost 20 people. You run for your life towards there. At that moment you hear 
another explosion. You cover your ears. You cough, desperate to drink some 
water. Someone grabs your arm and drags you somewhere. You cannot tell 
wherefore because of the thick smoke. You enter a room packed with a lot of 
people. A cameraman is shooting what is going on in front of the window. You 
hear a sharp woman voice shouting, “Stay away from the windows!” There 
comes yet another explosion. The window where the cameraman was standing a 
moment ago bursts in, the glass in countless splinters. “Down! Down!” shouts 
another man. You rub your watery eyes but they still burn. You cough. You run 
down to the basement with the crowd. You realise on your way down that you are 
barefoot. Your toe is bleeding. You hear some cries and screams but you cannot 
discern what is said, you cannot tell someone from another in the dark. You just 
know you are safe now.  
 



 
 
 
Deric Carner: 
 
You are walking down a path. You are watching where you place your feet. 
There are loose rocks. You are surrounded by vegetation, and It is dark and 
dusty.  
 
Soon you come to a bright clearing. You cross a tall grassy field to a ledge of 
rock. You sit down on a granite outcropping and feel the hardness of the stone 
against your palms. From here you are able to see a great distance. You look out 
to the horizon over many hills whose shapes blur and lighten and blend in the 
distance. The horizon is wavy and indeterminate. 
 
You can see an area on the far horizon that appears more crisp. There is an 
enormous shape rising slowly from the horizon. As its edges come into view, you 
see that it has a simple form, but one you do not recognize. The object rises into 
the sky and you can see it well. It is bright and saturated in a color you cannot 
name. What is it?  
 
The object seems to have a smooth plane with no visible curves or angles and 
yet it describes a deep volume and unknown sides. As it rotates slowly and 
passes over your head, you can see that each side is equal and joined to every 
other side seamlessly. You are very pleased with this shape and try to fix its 
structure in your mind. As the object slips silently towards the opposite horizon, 
you feel a warm flush on your face. 
 
A name for this object enters your mind. You know it is correct so you stand up 
and shout it out. Suddenly you realize you are not alone as you hear other voices 
in the trees and on the rocks below. You repeat the name louder in chorus with 
the others. Then quietly, almost a whisper, you repeat the name until you wake. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Torreya Cummings: 
 
You are driving a vehicle that you do not own. The road is paved, with an  
occasional pothole. The road stretches out as straight as a line on a map. The  
horizon is uneven and very far away. You are listening to your favorite radio  
station... You love this song. Turn up the volume. There is a large cactus on  
your right. As you pass it, something happens to your radio. Your favorite  
song is interrupted by static. Something else comes on the radio. Music you've  
never heard before. You don't like it. It is strange, the beat is erratic, it  
is music from the future. You recognize the voice singing. It's yours! As  
suddenly as it invaded your radio, it dissolves into static, and back into  
your favorite station. Your favorite song is still playing, but it's not the  
same, somehow. You can never hear it the same way again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Jennifer Di Marco: 
 
Dose something have to be tangible to be real do we need to see it to  
acknowledge its existence imagine if you will a world were the intangible is a  
reality imagine you are a person who to every one around you you seem normal  
as you walk thought this world you will find it structured in an odd way  
objects near and far will seem closer of father away than they are you will  
continually bump into things as well as miss them your reactions to stimulus  
will be significantly altered a simple game of catch will seem terrifying as  
if your balance and motor skills are incorrectly linked with your system  as  
if part of you cerebella cortex was not working correctly and as you walk  
through this world you will always look as if you belonged you will laugh at  
the jokes you will learn fear of the pencil and the white sheets of paper that  
encircle your everyday life typing on a keyboard will have the sensation of  
each stroke like tacks breaking the skin words will run from you on the  
written page the will dance and move nothing will be still you will doubt ever  
letter on the page and every syllable that comes from your mouth will be in  
question and shame will  ring from your voice from every movement you will  
learn to become what they make of you 
 
What they make of you is weak unintelligent lazy but what will you make of  
yourself words will dance and spaces will move and what is left is new thought  
a new way to see the world whats left is difference when the words dance and  
you learn to read them in there disorder  lines of text will  ring to you with  
different meanings new thoughts new translations as the spaces move you will  
see new patterns emerge a spatial recognition of objects will appear before  
you in ways never yet dreamed of you will see what is overlooked by others as  
mundane for beautiful and innovative the things that you were taught to fear  
you will remake you will see the world through different eyes so you have the  
ability to create the world in different ways and yes they will laugh but you  
will never know shame again because you will forever know that there distain  
for you is borne from fear of the unknown 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Gintaras Didziapetris: 
 
Is it possible to make the visitor of the hypnotic show think (after hypnosis is 
finished) that s/he has one idea for the show him/herself - that it would be 
interesting to make a piece that actually seem to belong to the visitor as his/her 
idea for the exhibition? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Piero Passacantando: 
 
1. This hypnotic artwork will affect you in no way. Once you wake up from this 
hypnotic stage, nothing will have changed; maybe I shall say that everything will 
still be continuously changing, if you are a fan, like me, of seeing reality as a flux, 
in the usual way. What will be different is that for the first time, I can assure you, 
this hypnotic artwork will have lasting and measurable results in terms of its 
efficacy. In fact, if the world stays different but similar, and you will still perceive it 
as before the hypnosis, than this process really worked to a totality of 
experience. 
 
2. This artwork is really a special one. It took me long years of hard studying. 
Late nights of failed attempts to create it, of being close but not quite there; an 
error process that could potentially drive you to a degree of sweaty insanity. 
Finally, just a few moments ago, I was able to succeed in fixing the last glitches, 
reefing the last curves, improving the aerodynamic properties, improve on the 
bandwidth and hydraulic elasticity. A beauty. What it does is simple. It’s a 
disappearing machine. At first it was hard to find, as it would itself disappear and 
being that it really disappears (distinguishing it from my previous invisibility 
machine, which was quite futile really), it really took me forever. Sometime I 
would have to start from scratch. Than I resolved this problem by locating it into 
the center of the anus. I tried with the brain first, but the results where not that 
satisfactory. Now as you are being hypnotized, right now, as we speak, this 
machine is being built by your own body (and this was my greatest achievement). 
Actually, if you pay attention, you can really start to notice and feel this 
construction. The interesting aspect of my improvements is that appearing and 
disappearing can be practiced at will. I thought of it mainly as a machine to 
disappear things, but I found that its best application was that you could at times 
disappear to yourself. Quite a hard thing. The only problem I noticed was that 
every time I came back, I was almost the same but not quite. I’m curious to know 
your impressions on the workings of my machine. Let me know.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Michael Fliri: 
 
1. To be seen as a work in progress.  the artist, hypnotist, curator and  
the audience (or a person) work together every day for several days  
and try to enter this phenomena and to push it further.  
 
b) this could even be enlarged to "create" a person in a seance to  
an "brain-space-artist". so to be said created in this environment circumstances.   
(sounds trashy like someone looking for a superstar, but maybe a great 
approach, to envelope something)   
 
2.  A combination with my project in bratislava. like i will transmit, with help   
works to the audience. this i would again keeping on the mystery level. everyone 
gets something without, the rational approach to communicate in advanced or 
after with our way of communication. playing on the same level.  
 
3.  
some time ago i was working on a project, hypnotizing people and turning them 
into "animals". letting  them react so. (for a while animals, were very important in 
my work, like you might have seen the video where the sheep turns into a pig, by 
using a hole - the anus) in this case we would use the brain. And with the 
"impersonated animals" creating something more...   
 
(of course with hypnosis the danger is, how much you want to influence  
a person)  
 
general:   
(addition to number 1)  
maybe best is if the "space" is more open, to overcome  
the rational determination of things. so it must be bigger, than a real proposal.  
it has to be a triangle: the artist, the hypnotist and the public.  
the public should not be seen too much as a receiver.  
more a space that, in terms of sculpture   
should be modeled-formed somehow together.  
the artist role is his presence, more then anything else.   
all the rules have to become unclear, only in this moment i guess we can 
overcome  the one dimensional. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Nicholas Matranga & Francesca Bennet: 
 
1. We want to do something that involves space. 
 
Our understanding of space is tenuous at best. Spaces have physical, 
measurable sizes, but they lack visual indications of measured 
distance. The vastness of the desert or the ocean is a promise that we 
can only partly see. 
We are frequently asked to inhabit two-dimensional pictorial spaces, 
despite their limits. 
 
2. We wonder: when did we come by our three-dimensional perspective? 
 
We have decided to remove a construction of space: to take away one's 
ability to perceive three dimensions. 
Henri Lefebvre wrote that the theory of perspective could be developed 
because a space in perspective already existed in the world. He 
indicates that the developed theory provided for new central points of 
perspective in the individual and disconnected from the central power 
of the divine. 
Previously power structures had been ordained by a higher power, 
through a single point of perspective; a two-dimensional world order. 
But people are people, and things are things, and we have always had 
to walk around them. 
 
3. We want to do something that recognizes time. 
 
We don't know if this idea is truthful or historical. Time tells 
stories, many and varied, but their truth is still questionable. The 
vastness of history is a story that we can only narrate in parts. 
We are frequently asked to explain what we haven't experienced, 
despite our limits. 
 
4. Perhaps both space and time are connected. 
 
If one's perception of both space and time are mutable, then can we 
allow ourselves to consider that space and time are connected. 
That space is gauged by time, as when one says, "It's a five minute 
drive"; or that time is implicit in space, as when one says, "I'm five 
blocks away." Each phrase intended to give an impression of one's 
imminent arrival, but are just bursting with the possibilities of 
twenty block detours and hour long delays. 
 



 
 
 
Maryelizabeth Yarbrough: 
 
Your clock radio is playing this crappy song you seem to know most of the words 
to. It's 10:10am and you wonder if for the rest of the day you'll hear 'Some guys 
have all the luck' a thousand times over with a picture of Rod Stewart in your 
head during his 'Do you think I'm sexy?' phase. The sun is coming through the 
crack in the curtain and you can already tell it's beautiful outside.  You're getting 
out of bed and as your feet are hitting the ground you're overcome with this 
feeling that maybe today is a lucky one. 
As your getting dressed you have a premonition that you should act on it…this 
feeling of luck. As your looking for your shoes you're wondering what to do about 
it and after tying the laces on your right shoe it occurs to you: liquor store. 
Walk to the liquor store. 
You're leaving the house now and you notice how completely decent and 
pleasant the temperature is.  You totally didn't need to wear this sweatshirt. 
 Walking away from your house you realize you left without grabbing your 
sunglasses.  You pat your front right pocket to confirm your wallet's there and 
decide to keep going and shade your eyes with your hand…On your right, you 
see there's an old sign on the wall you've never noticed before; "'PLEASE DON'T 
FEED THE PIGEONS' Section 486 M.P.C."…486 you think…4+8+6=…18. 
 Eighteen.  "I'm Eighteen and I liiike it" you hear in your head.  Fucking Alice 
Cooper.  You begin to wonder why you know that he was twenty-three not 
eighteen when he wrote that but you panic from the mind-atrophying boredom 
that that thought induces and just feel glad to be turning the corner of York onto 
24th street. 24.  24! 
Twenty-four…twenty-four… 
 
Coming to the red light on Bryant you decide not to go to Samy's liquors, which 
seems the obvious choice since it's just across the street to your left and closer 
than anywhere else…You choose to stay on the shady side of the street but do 
notice, before the "WALK" signal comes on, that there's a sign in Samy's window 
with large, hand-written letters that says "CINCO DE MAYO" and you take that 
number into careful consideration. 
Five. 
Then you remember 23. Alice Cooper was 23, you think... 2+3= 5… 
Five... 
 
The light turns green and you cross the street, as you get to the corner you hear 
a loud noise, a siren coming…you wonder which direction it's coming from and 
when you turn around you see an ambulance turn the corner 2 blocks 
away…Two... 
 
Looking back across Bryant you see the green and yellow neon sign of "Pungal 



Chinese-American Food To Take Out", and above that, "Today's Special".  You 
read it and think, Yes. Today Is Special. 
 
Heading down 24th away from Bryant, someone's just found parking and as 
they're putting a quarter in the meter you hear the passenger say to the driver 
who seems to already be looking for change "hey it says here: 5 cents for each 2 
minutes. I've only got 3 quarters." 
3 quarters... You picture 3 quarters next to each other like capital O's in 
succession: OOO. 
Three? 
 
You keep walking, across the street you see an oval red and white "99cent 
Store" sign, add 9 to 9, hear "I'm 18 and I liiiike it" again, become annoyed with 
yourself, so happy to see a pigeon at your feet. It's walking around the fruit stand 
where avocados are on sale, 8 for 3 dollars…three… 
Eight and three…eight or three…the pigeon's probably waiting for some food to 
fall on the ground but, you notice, instead spontaneously takes flight to a nearby 
tree. 
8+3. 11.  Eleven! Two ones next to each other…The tree's directly across from 
the Sweetheart Bakery…sweethearts, 2 people in love, you 
think…two…eleven…one plus one…Two. 
Ok, 2, you think… and Eleven… 
 
You pass The Wizard Smoke Shop and begin to think that maybe it's not a 
coincidence you saw that, maybe you're a wizard.  A magic warlock on some 
mystical numerology sorcer's chaka-moonbeam visionquest; maybe you should 
be wearing some large, purple velour wizard cap with yellow stars on it, maybe 
you should get a woven hackey sack and go to golden gate park, maybe you 
should walk directly to burning man.  Thank god these thoughts are permanently 
erased from your mind as you walk past "Lucky Street" on you left.... 
 
Lucky Street. You wonder who lives on it.  It's a one way street, with a 'One Way' 
arrow sign   It has zero zero zero, OOO above the black and white arrow…you 
pause... OOO.  Like the 3 quarters…3 zeroes.   
Three, you think. 
 
Approaching Folsom, you see the bright yellow building that is P&S Liquors and 
you imagine the yellow is as bright as a brick of gold and wonder if you should go 
in there…but the light is red and as you're waiting for it to turn green again, out of 
the corner of your eye you see a "California Lottery Tickets Sold Here" sign and 
walk into the W-K Market, where Budweiser is just $8.59 for a 12 pack according 
to the sign on the open door. 
you're inside.  To your left is a table with blank lottery tickets and a few small 
yellow pencils strewn about it  You grab pencil and with marked assuredness you 
fill in the boxes for the numbers you know will win you this week's jackpot: 
18, 24, 5, 11, 2 , 3. 



You go to the counter and buy 12 lottery tickets with these numbers and say 
thank you and smile to the man behind the counter when he hands them to you. 
 
You feel good...really good.  Ready for your morning coffee now...You walk to a 
cafe you've never been to on 24th. You get a large coffee, and sit down with it at 
an empty table.  You put the lottery tickets down on the table to your right...You 
close your eyes for a minute...you're relaxed, happy...excited for what else the 
day has in store for you... 
 
When you open your eyes you see that there's a number of people around you 
that you've never seen before...You're glad you came here, you think to yourself. 
You put one ticket in your pocket and decide to give eleven of the lottery tickets 
with the winning numbers to eleven strangers around you. You're feeling so 
lucky, you want these people to share in it.  You're feeling generous. 
 
Your right palm is open, the tickets are now in that hand... You stand up and walk 
to eleven different people in the room, handing each a winning ticket after you 
make eye contact... As you do, you know each of these strangers knows exactly 
what you mean when you say "I'm lucky...  Congratulations!" 
 
 


